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Abstract 

 
One of mathematical modelling to assess relative efficiencies of the group of the decision making unit in production systems is 
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). In this study, we use DEA to assess relative efficiencies in the production process of 
making stamped batik of 16 SMEs which is located in Pekalongan, Solo, and Yogyakarta. The general conclusion that there is 
a variance of efficiency among the SMEs, indicating some SMEs has misallocation or inefficient of application of using worker, 
mori, wax, dyestuff, water, and fuel in the production process of making stamped batik. Additionally, this study provides output 
target values for improving the efficiency. Overall, this study gives confirmation of how the DEA approach as the advances and 
recent development in efficiency analysis can be applied for an effective evaluation of performance in SMEs stamped Batik. 
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 Introduction  1.

 
One of very famous and important textile products from Indonesia is batik. Batik made from Javanese. As a traditional 
and cultural heritage in Indonesia, batik has a very long historical path (Hasanudin, 2001). The word of batik derives from 
Javanese language, i. e. “mbatik (mbat and tik)”.  In Javanese language, the word of “mbat” also recognized as ngembat. 
The meaning of word ngembat is brought up or throw and the meaning of word tik is a point. So, based on the meaning of 
two words, the meaning of mbatik is throwing the point several times on the fabrics (Anwar et al, 2013). Batik is produced 
by dipping the fabric in the dye solution. One of  the main raw material uses in the process of making batik is wax. This 
material is  used to create patterns and design. There were two purposes of applying wax into the fabric. First, applying 
wax into the fabric will be prevent some of the areas of fabric absorbing the colors when the material is plunged into a 
bath containing the dye. The applied wax resists dyes and therefore allows the artisan to color selectively by soaking the 
cloth in one color, removing the wax with boiling water, and repeating if multiple colors are wanted. The other purpose is 
controlling the color from spreading out from a specific region when the color is painted so that would be obtained certain 
motif in the fabric (Oripande, 2012). Based on the process of making batik, there were two types of batik. i. e “batik-tulis  
(hand-drawn batik) and ”batik cap  (hand stamped batik). Hand-stamped batik is resulted from the revolutionizing of the 
process of making batik. Hand-stamped batik was developed by the Javanese in the middle of the 19 the century. The 
hand-drawn batik uses a traditional tool called canting to paint the wax into the fabric; whereas, hand-stamped batik use 
copper stamp to stamp the wax into the fabric. The more creative design can be resulted from the combination of  the 
canting and the copper stamp (Gunaryo, et al, 2008). This study chosen batik as an object the research because the 
batik industry has a vital  position in  Indonesia and since October 2011, batik  has  been accepted by the  United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as "Intangible  World  Heritage” (Meutia, 2013). Batik is 
produced by many areas in Indonesia and  Java is an area that produces the largest batik. This industry can absorb an 
extensive number of workers and generates a significant export value. According to the Ministry of Industry and Trade, 
there were 39,600 business units that produce batik in 2011 and that business units can absorb 165,000  workers. At 
2011, export value generated by the batik industries reached IDR 4 million and supplies of batik raw material value 
reached IDR 1.8 trillion (Iriani & Priyanto, 2013).  
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The vital position of batik industries is contradictory with the capacity of their management and production. There 
are various issues confronted by SMEs in batik industry, such as limitation of capital, limitation of equipment, limitation of 
natural dyes sourcing, limitation of advertising, limitation of relationship with higher education, private sector, and 
government, and limitation of management. A few studies likewise demonstrated that the result from the execution of the 
batik business are still unsteady (Meutia, 2013). Economically, invest in the batik industry less attractive to investors who 
require a fast return because the nature of this industry, which is  needed long  production  time and can’t quickly  follow  
the current fashion  (Hayati, 2007; Aribawa, 2009). According to Aribawa (2009), the limitation of  batik industry to keep 
an eye on  the current fashion  such  as  garment industry is one of the factors that cause the slow development of this 
industry in District of Pancur, Lasem, Rembang. Another issue confronted by batik industry is a limitation of the motif of 
batik (a decorative design or pattern) which had been patented in Indonesia. Only 10 % of the motif of batik had been 
patented in Indonesia. This condition causes the batik motifs derived from Indonesia is vulnerable to product piracy and 
at the moment, many batik motifs from Indonesia has been patented in Malaysia (Budiono & Vincent, 2010). The other 
source of threat to the batik industry is coming from China. Nowadays, China flooded batik markets in Indonesia with 
cheaper “batik textile”. Batik textile” industry have some advantages. “Batik textile” can be produced quickly because they 
produce by engine and also capable to keep an eye with the worldwide pattern; whereas, the traditional batik industry 
takes a longer time to produce and traditional batik only produces based on local designs. The implementation of AFTA-
China in the year 2015 will increase the challenges faced by the batik industry.  In this case, AFTA-China in the year 
2015 will expand the power of rivalry because the attack of batik imports from other ASEAN nations, especially the attack 
that comes from China region (Darmansyah & Soebagyo, 2010). 

Related to process of making batik, this process has been associated with inefficiency because of material-usage. 
This inefficiency can lead to high cost of production and large volume of waste generated from the raw materials, 
additive, and the production process. Furthermore, the increase in the volume of waste will also cause economic loss and 
a negative effect on the environment. The economic losses caused by the need for additional waste treatment.  Nurdalia 
(2006)  found  that  the  significant inefficiency  is  related  to  the  usage  of  wax,  dyestuff  and  water.  The  portion  of  
wax  and  dyestuff  cost  dominate  the  total production cost of three companies that  the author  researched. Un-
reusable wax reached 60%, dyestuff losses from 0.07% a year until 54.58% a year, and water inefficiency approximately 
reached 80% a year. Based on this condition, it is important to identify the sources of inefficiency, measure it accurately, 
and understand how to fix the inefficiency. This study aims to assess relative efficiencies the production process of 
making stamped-batik of 16 SMEs which is located in Pekalongan, Solo, and Yogyakarta. More specifically, this study 
aims to identify the level of efficiency of using mori, dyestuff, wax, water, and fuel in the production process of making 
stamped batik; measure and compare the level of efficiency of several SMEs  stamped-batik which became a sample of 
this study; and provides  some suggestions and output target values for improving the efficiency. The result of 
measurement of the efficiency gains from several SMEs stamped-batik will provide the SMEs supplementary information 
about their non-financial performance indicators, since this measurement will consider all factors which have been 
contributed to the non-financial performance  

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a fundamental tool and also one of the mathematical approaches for 
measuring the efficiency gains. DEA is known as a linear programming model. On the basis of the work of Farrell (Farrell, 
1957), Charnes et al (1978) was a group of people who introduced the DEA to the public. Assuming nonrandom 
mistakes, DEA used to calculate the relative technical efficiency of several units which have a similarity. This set similar 
unit was mentioned as decision making units (DMUs). At the first time, DEA was using to calculate the relative efficiency 
of some of non-profit organizations, such as schools and hospitals. Nowadays, DEA is also used for calculating the 
relative efficiency of some profit organizations. Comparing with the other firms in the same group, the firms were called 
efficient if the firms can produce a certain amount of output using less of input or the firms can produce more of output 
using a certain amount of input (Vincová, 2005).  Shortly, in this study, the DEA will be used to evaluate the relative 
technical efficiency of several SMEs of stamped-batik located in Pekalongan, Solo, and Yogyakarta. DEA will be used to 
measure the relative technical efficiency of particular SME stamped batik by comparing it to SME(s) in the same group 
which was regarded as the efficient SME. This measurement is better than trying to compare the performance of several 
SMEs with statistical averages that may not be relevant to SMEs.   

 The rest of this paper is systematized as follows. The next session is a brief description about DEA methodology. 
This is followed by methodology of research which includes samples of research and explanation about several inputs 
and outputs used in this research. Then we present the results of calculating the relative technical efficiency of several 
targeted SMEs in the next section. Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary of findings and recommendation for 
future research. 
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 Literature Review 2.
 
2.1 Process of Making Batik 
 
In  short,  the  process  of  making  batik  starts  with  preparation  of  clothes,  dyes, waxes, chemical (natrium silicate, 
sodium carbonate), and the equipment related to batik making which are canting tool and stove. Then the process 
continues with applying the wax onto the fabric by using the canting tool. Then, the dying process takes over before 
boiled  in  water  to  remove  the  wax.  The  clothes  then  are  being  dried (Muaz, 2012).  

Before applying the wax into the fabric, there are several activities that must be performed in the process of 
preparing the fabric so the fabric is ready for use. The process of preparing the fabric has two purposes. The first 
purpose, the process is intended to make sure that the wax stick to evenly to the surface and the wax will not crack when 
the fabric is dipped into dye. The second purpose of this process is intended to facilitate the penetration of the dye to 
those parts of the fabric which is not discovered. Failure to properly prepare the fabric will cause the resulting color 
becomes pale and uneven. The process of preparing the fabric is starting with washing the fabric to remove original 
starch. Then, the fabric is soaked in the vegetable oil. This process is called “ngloyor” or “ngetel”. After soaking in the 
vegetable oil, the fabric is soaked again in the  solution of of rice-straw ash and water in order to eliminate the excess oil. 
Currently, the solution of caustic soda is more chosen than the solution of of rice-straw ash and water because the 
solution of caustic soda works more quickly. After soaking in the solution of of rice-straw or the solution of caustic soda,  
the fabric is washed and dried, and then, the fabric is pounded with a heavy wooden mallet. This process is called 
“ngemplong” and by this process, the fabric will be smoothed out so the wax will be flowing evenly over it  (Susanty et al, 
2013; Sheares, 2012). 

 
2.2 Definition of  SME 
 
There are so many small firms in Indonesia and the amount of small firms per capita in Indonesia is much higher than in 
most other countries (Kushnir et al., 2010). According to Law Number 20, 2008, small and medium-sized enterprise 
(SME) is an independent, productive economic  enterprise,  run  by  individual  proprietor, or a venture which is not a 
subsidiary, owned,  managed, and directly or indirectly part of bigger enterprises. Specifically, according to Law Number 
20, 2008, small and medium-sized enterprise can be distinguished based on their total assets or based on total annual 
sales. Based on their total asset, small-sized enterprise are defined as those with net assets from IDR 50 million to IDR 
500 million (land and buildings are excluded from their asset); whereas, medium-sized enterprises are defined as those 
with net assets from IDR 500 million to IDR 10 billion (land and buildings are excluded from their asset). Based on their 
total annual sales, small-sized enterprises are defined as those with total annual sales from IDR 300  million to IDR 2.5 
billion; whereas, medium-sized enterprise are defined as those with  total annual sales from IDR 2.5 to IDR 50 billion. 
 
2.3 Understanding Efficiency 
 
Nowadays, many organizations feel interest to conduct a study about their relative efficiency compare to their 
competitors. Efficiency has become an interesting topic of the research in a wide range of production activities. Efficiency 
index is calculated by dividing the total amount of output to the total amount of input and it is expressed as the 
percentage (Keng l et al, 2010). If there were more than one output and input, the efficiency index is calculated by 
dividing the sum weighted of outputs to sum weighted of inputs (Fare et al., 1994). Efficiency is the achievement with 
which an organization expenses their resources to create some outputs. In this case, efficiency is the degree to which the 
observed organization uses their resources to create some outputs with assumed quality, which is equivalent to the 
optimum use of resources to create some outputs with assumed quality. There were three categories can be used to 
assess the efficiency, i. e technical, allocative, and cost efficiency (Bhagavath, 2009). 

The first category is technical efficiency. Technical efficiency is introduced by Farrell (1975) as the new 
measurement for efficiency. Technical efficiency is the most common efficiency concept and this concept utilizes the idea 
of the efficient production function. Technical efficiency delineates the capability to transform the inputs from the 
production unit into the outputs relative (Banihashem et al, 2013). Technical efficiency investigates how well the  
production  process  converts  inputs  into  outputs. More specifically, technical efficiency delineates the capability to 
transform the inputs (such as the number of employees or machine, the working hour of the employees or machine, the 
amount of raw material used, etc.)  into the outputs relative to best practice, so there is no leftovers of inputs in creating 
the specified amount of output with  specified current technology (Banihashem et al, 2013).The organization with best 
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practice will have 100% technical efficiency and the organization below the best practice will have the lower technical 
efficiency than the best practice, which value expressed as the percentage of the best organization (Bhagavath, 2009). 

The second category is allocative efficiency. According to Farrell (1957), allocative efficiency can be stated as price 
efficiency. Specifically, allocative efficiency can be described as the capability of the organization to select the ideal mix of 
several inputs based on the data price of each input. Based on the assumption that the organization being inspected was 
already fully technically efficient, allocative efficiency refers to whether inputs (for a given level of output and a set of input 
prices) has been chosen to minimize the cost of production. In this condition, to measure allocative efficiency, someone 
needs to state every input in the form of relative to its price (see Atkinson & Cornwell (1994); Green (1997); Kumbhakar 
(1991); Kumbhakar & Tsionas (2005); Oum & Zhang (1995)). It is very difficult in reality. Then, not different with technical 
efficiency, allocative efficiency is also stated as a percentage score. The organization with best practice in allocative 
efficiency will have scored 100%. This organization has the capability to use a combination of input that would minimize 
the total cost. There is no relationship between the best of allocative efficiency with the best practice in engineering. The 
organizations with the best practice in  the engineering context may be not have the best of allocative efficiency since this 
organization may be failing to  use  a combination of input, which is can be minimized the total cost of input (Bhagavath, 
2009).  

The last category is cost efficiency. Cost efficiency can be described as the combination of two types of 
efficiencies, i. e. technical and allocative efficiency. Technical efficiency talks about how well the production process 
converts inputs into outputs, whereas cost efficiency talks about how effective the choice of inputs based on data price of 
each input with the objective to minimize production costs. Based on this condition, an organization can only accomplish 
the cost efficiency if the organization can achieve both technical and allocative efficiency simultaneously. In other words, 
to achieve a 100 % score in cost efficiency, the organization have to achieve a 100 % score in technical and allocative 
efficiency (Bhagavath, 2009) 
 
2.4 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 
 
DEA is one of the most recognized methods or approaches for calculating the relative efficiency between the Decision 
Making Units (DMUs). Based on the observed data, the DEA can calculate the relative efficiency of each of DMU, without 
formerly evaluating the specific equation for production system that mentions the relation between inputs and outputs. 
DEA can be used for evaluating the efficiency of each DMU even the unit measurement is different each other’s. The 
DEA can also be used for calculating the relative efficiency of a combination of inputs/outputs that contains of at least two 
inputs and one output or two outputs and one input. It should be noted that a small data sample and the units of 
measurement consist of multiple inputs and outputs are not influencing the result of DEA (Christina & George, 2009) 

As a methodology, DEA has some strengths and weakness. The first strength, DEA can give detailed information 
about the efficiency of the firms and thus encourage a benchmarking approach for assessing the performance of the firms 
compared with the best practice.  The second strength, the DEA is a flexible measurement tool. It is because, DEA does 
not need a parametric functional form to construct the frontier. In other words, DEA does not impose unnecessary 
restrictions on the functional forms which can very often cause a distortion of efficiency. DEA can be used for numbers of 
inputs and outputs variable and DEA doesn’t need assumption about the functional relationship between input and output 
variable. In this case, it is no problem if someone uses the different measurement unit between the inputs and the outputs 
(Purwanto et al, 2014). Then some weakness of the DEA can be described as follows. Data as important information 
used by DEA need to be accurate and comprehensive otherwise the model will be faltering. Based on this condition, 
collecting data for the DEA is very difficult and may be consuming more time.  The second weakness, DEA does not 
suitable for uncertainty situation. It is because the DEA is a deterministic approach. DEA only suitable for assessing the 
relative efficiency and not suitable when it is used to assess the absolute efficiency.  Assessment of DEA result with the 
statistical method is very difficult. Besides that, weight and input resulted from DEA cannot interpret into economic value.  

Farrell in 1957 is the person who introduces the basic DEA model. Later, this model is developed by Charnes et al 
(1978) and this model called Charnes–Cooper–Rhodes (CCR) model. The objective of this model is producing an 
efficient boundary based on the concept of Pareto optimum. The DMUs that provide the efficient boundary are chosen 
and are thus named Pareto-Optimal units or efficient DMUs. On the other hand, DMUs that do not lie on the efficient 
boundary are considered as relatively inefficient (Chien et al, 2003). 

After 1978, another DEA model introduced by a number of researchers, i.e Banker, Charnes and  Cooper or BCC 
from  Banker et al (1984), Charnes-Cooper-Golany-Seiford-Stutz or CCGSS from Charnes et al. (1985), Charnes-
Cooper-Wei or CCW from Charnes et al. (1986), Charnes-Cooper-Wei-Huang or CCWH from Charnes et al. (1989), 
Generalized Data Envelopment Analysis or GDEA from Yu et al (1996) and the other  models have been established in 
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succession (Sengupta, 1987; Yang et al, 1993; Zhang et al, 1996). Based on the development of its theory and 
application in numerous fields, DEA  technique is shown  to be effective in assessing and decision-making,  particularly in  
the  efficiency-measurement  of production systems  with  multi-input  and  multi-output (Yang et al, 2000). This study 
only uses the BCC model to assess the Technical Efficiency because not all DMUs are working in optimal scale.  There 
were some condition may cause a DMU to be not working at optimal scale, i.e. imperfect competition, limitations on 
finance etc. According to this situation, Banker et al  (1984)  recommended  an  extension of the Constant Return to 
Scale (CRS) DEA model to account of Variable Return to Scale (VRS) circumstances. The usage of the CRS 
specification while not all DMUs are working at optimal scale will result in measure of Technical Efficiency  (TE),  which  is  
confounded  by  scale  efficiencies (SE). So, the dissimilarities among CCR and BBC is the CCR version bases the 
assessment on CSR, while the BCC version is more flexible and allows VRS.   

.Assume there are N DMUs. Each of DMU has m input factors and n output factor and each of DMU is denoted 
with k (1  k  N). Following CCR model, the efficiency Ek of the kth DMU, with inputs Xik (with i = 1,...., m) and outputs Yrk 
(with r = 1, ….., n), can be computed as follows (Chien et al, 2003): 

              (1) 
under the following constraints: 

    (2) 
                        (3) 

Where  is a non-archimedean quantity;  is  a very small positive number. The CCR model is a fractional 
programming problem. To get an upper bound of 1, the value of efficiencies of all of the DMUs (j= 1,......,N) is limited by 
the above constraints. The kth DMU is expressed as an efficient of DMU if it has a value of Ek equivalent with 1. The kth 
DMU is expressed as an inefficient DMU if it has a value of Ek less than 1. The variables Ur with r=1,....,n and Vi  with 
i=1,...., m are the weights to be derived for each of the corresponding output and input factors while maximizing the 
efficiency of the kth DMU. In this case, DEA permits that individual DMUs can have their own value systems and 
structures, and thus, that individual DMUs can define their own weights. The CCR model can be converted into a linear 
programming model as follows (Chien et al, 2003): 

     (4) 
Under the following constraints: 

      (5) 
                           (6) 

Ur, Vi   0 
In general, the dual problem of the above model is solved for computational convenience and examining the slack 

variables (Chien et al, 2003). 
 

 Methodology  3.
 
This methodology of research involves: (i) the selection of samples of research, and (ii) the selection of variables inputs 
and outputs. 
 
3.1 Sample 
 
Participant of this study consist of six owners of SMEs batik in Kauman Center (Pekalongan), four owners of SMEs   batik 
in Laweyan Center (Solo), and six owners of SMEs batik in Wijirejo Center (Yogyakarta). Totally, there were sixteen 
SMEs who became a participant in this study. Then, this study conduct in-depth interviews and observations to the 
sixteen SMEs in order to investigate the resources which are used as input in the production process of making stamped 
batik and also to explore the output generated. This interview and observation were done in the period of July to 
September 2014. In this case, observation used as an approach to rise the validity of the study because observation can 
use to compare the data from interviews and from direct observation. 

All SMEs who becomes a participant in this study were informed that the outcome of this study will be published, 
but their identity and their companies’ identities will be kept confidential. All participants was also emphasized about 
benefit for being respondent of this study. All  participation can perform benchmarking of their performance of  the 
production process of making stamped-batik    compared to other company’s in the stamped-batik industry. 
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3.2 Inputs and Outputs 
 
In the DEA literature, there was lack commitment about the specification of input and output variables. Define and identify 
the quantity of inputs and output are the focal problem of DEA model (Sigala, 2004). Specifically, It is very complicated in 
DEA model to get the precise quantity of inputs and outputs because the wide-ranging nature of the business (Johnston 
& Jones, 2004).  Some input commonly used in earlier studies of DEA, i.e. the condition of capital, human, and 
environmental (Goldman, 1992). Furthermore, according to Donthu et al. (2005), the DEA model uses all factors 
associated with direct costs of undertaking the business as appropriate nominees for input variable. On the other hand, 
the DEA model uses the profit of the company as output variables; this variable should reveal the purpose or goals of the 
company. 

The production process of making batik uses several inputs to produce stamped-batik. In this study, we use as 
input number of workers, amount of use of  mori, wax, dyestuff, water, and  fuel (LPG). Mori usage is calculated in 
meters/month, wax and dyestuff  usage are calculated in grams/month, water usage is calculated in liters/month, and fuel 
usage is calculated in kgs/month. Then, in this study, we use a number of pieces of batik yielded in one month as output. 

 
 Data Analysis 4.

 
Table 1 presents the data of the input and output from  the production process of making batik in eighteen SMEs 
stamped-batik located in three region: Pekalongan, Solo, and Yogyakarta.  
 
Table 1. Original data of the input and output from  the production process of making stamped- batik 
 

Region 
SMEs Output (pieces/  

month) 

Input

Workers Mori  
(meters/month) 

Wax  (grams/  
month) 

Dyestuff 
(grams/ month)

Water (liters/ 
month) 

Fuel (LPG) 
(kgs/ month) 

Pekalongan P1 7.350 40 15.000 500.000 45.000 40.000 240 
P2 8.245 60 17.000 1.000.000 60.000 31.500 600 
P3 200 10 500 100.000 50.000 10.000 96 
P4 400 25 1.400 100.000 20.000 22.500 300 
P5 2.375 10 5.000 100.000 30.000 13.500 60 
P6 1.000 7 2.500 50.000 11.000 5.000 99 

Solo S1 1.500 20 3.200 60.000 20.000 6.000 285 
S2 4.000 17 10.000 100.000 24.000 15.000 425 
S3 600 16 1.500 50.000 7.500 4.000 150 
S4 625 5 1.400 50.000 8.000 150.000 62 

Yogyakarta Y1 2.624 20 5.525 500.000 55.000 350.000 375 
Y2 850 20 1.800 100.000 26.000 200.000 180 
Y3 90 5 200 20.000 6.000 3.000 100 
Y4 950 8 2.000 160.000 15.000 10.000 150 
Y5 700 10 1.540 150.000 16.500 150.000 240 
Y6 1.000 8 2.250 150.000 20.000 30.000 200 

 
Each SME is considered as a DMU. Then, for the calculation of DMU’s efficiency, Sistema Integrado De Apoio A Decisao 
(SIAD) ver 3.0 software (Angulo-Meza et al., 2005) was used and the result of this calculation can be seen in Table 2.  
The results in column two in Table 2 told us about the performance of efficiency of each SME in comparison with others.  
The result in column three in Table 2 told us about who will be the benchmarking units or the relevant reference unit for 
the corresponding SME. Based on this result, this study can give two recommendations for the SME. The first 
recommendation is about how much a specific unit (in this case SME batik) will be able to reduce its input while still being 
capable to produce the similar amount of output. The first recommendation doesn’t concern about a technical or 
organizational problem. The second recommendation is a notification about which unit (in this case SME batik) that can 
serve as the benchmarking unit for an inefficient unit. The existence of benchmarking units make an inefficient unit (in this 
case SME batik) possible to conduct a study about production system that is more efficient than its own. Thus, this 
condition makes an inefficient unit likely to implement a more efficient method in organizing their process production 
(Mansoon, 2003).  
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Table 2. Efficiency Score and Peers or The Benchmarking Units 
 

Region SMEs Technical Efficiency Peers or The Benchmarking Units 
Pekalongan P1 1,00 Efficient

P2 1,00 Efficient
P5 1,00 Efficient
P6 0,90 Inefficient P2,P5,S1,S2
P3 0,82 Inefficient P1
P4 0,58 Inefficient P1

Solo S1 1,00 Efficient
S2 1,00 Efficient
S4 0,91 Inefficient P1
S3 0,82 Inefficient P1

Yogyakarta Y1 0,97 Inefficient P1
Y4 0,97 Inefficient P1
Y2 0,96 Inefficient P1
Y5 0,93 Inefficient P1
Y3 0,92 Inefficient P1
Y6 0,91 Inefficient P1

 
The first present here the result of computing the technical efficiency scores. As seen in the Table 2, the mean of 
technical efficiency scores of all of the SMEs is 0.91 and the standard deviation is 0.11. It is mean, overall, the surveyed 
SMEs have 9 percent in efficiency. There are eleven SMEs with technical efficiency score less than 1 and there are five 
SMEs with technical efficiency score equal to 1. So, based on this condition, there are eleven inefficient SMEs and five 
efficient SMEs. All SMEs that have technical efficiency score equal to 1 are thus potential become the benchmarking 
units for corresponding SMEs. This SMEs also recommendations  as ‘standards’  and  ‘envelop’ for  the  other  SMEs 
and,  then,  form the  efficient boundary. In this case, the SME with code P2, P5, S1, and S2 are become the 
benchmarking units for SME with code P6. SME with code P1 is become the benchmarking unit for SMEs with code P3, 
P4, S4, S3, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, and Y6. The minimum technical efficiency score is 0.58. This technical efficiency score 
belongs to SME with code P4. It means the SME with code P4 would have to reduce its input by 42 percent in order to 
become efficient.   

When we compare the average amount of outputs and inputs between efficient SMEs and inefficient SMEs, it is 
observed that efficient SMEs expends less on the number of workers, amount of mori, wax, dyestuff, and fuel (LPG) than 
their inefficient corresponding SMEs.  The efficient SMEs records more number of batik produced compared to inefficient 
corresponding SMEs. In this case, inefficient SMEs fail to convert effectively its worker and raw materials into a number 
of batik produced. Based on this condition, the inefficient SMEs necessities to examine the use their resource properly 
and find the minimum number of inputs required without impacting the quality of batik produced. In the next step,  SIAD 
ver 3.0 software give recommendation about the number of input and output as the target for inefficient SMEs   which is 
varied among SMEs according to the peers or the benchmarking units. This recommendation can be seen in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Target Input and Output for Inefficient SMEs 
 

Output or Input P4 P3 P6 Y1 Y2 Y5 

Input 

Workers 22 9 7 15 5 16 
Mori  (meters/month) 1.400 500 2.500 5.525 1.540 1.800 
Wax  (grams/month) 46.667 16.667 50.000 315.834 51.334 60.000 
Dyestuff (grams/month) 4.200 48.500 10.938 38.425 4.620 5.400 
Water (liters month) 3.733 1.333 5.000 335.267 4.107 4.800 
Fuel (LPG) (kgs/ month) 278 88 99 287 25 152 

Output Batik (pieces/month) 686 245 1.114 2.707 754 882 
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Output or Input Y3 Y4 Y6 S3 S4 

Input 

Workers 5 6 6 4 4 
Mori  (meters/month) 200 2.000 2.250 1.500 1.500 
Wax  (grams/month) 6.667 66.667 75.000 50.000 50.000 
Dyestuff (grams/month) 5.400 6.000 13.250 4.500 4.500 
Water (liters month) 534 5.334 24.000 4.000 4.000 
Fuel (LPG) (kgs/ month) 97 118 164 24 24 

Output Batik (pieces/month) 98 980 102 735 735 
 
According to Table 1 and Table 3, to be efficient, P4 which have technical efficiency score 0,58 should reduce its worker 
and amount of wax, dyestuff, water, and LPG used in their production process of making batik.  According to the 
benchmarking unit, P4 should reduce its worker by 12,00%; from 25 workers to 22 workers.  P4 should reduce the 
amount of wax used by 53,33%; from 100.000 grams/month to 46,67 grams/month. P4 should also reduce the amount of 
dyestuff used by 79,00% (from 20.000 grams/month to 4.200 grams/month), the amount of water used by 83,41% (from 
22.500 liters/month to 3.733 liters/month), and the amount of LPG used by 7,33% (from 300 kgs/month to 278 
kgs/month). With a new input composition, P4 must able to increase their output production by 71,50%; from 400 pieces 
batik/month to 686 pieces of batik/month. P3, P6, Y1, Y2, Y5, Y3, Y4, Y6, S3, and S4 also doing the similar thing to be 
efficient as the benchmarking unit. 
 

 Conclusions 5.
 
This paper attempts to assess relative efficiencies in the production process of making stamped batik of 16 SMEs which 
is located in Pekalongan, Solo, and Yogyakarta. The origin of the study is based on the evidence that the efficiency in the 
production process of making stamped-batik can be enhanced through adequate allocation of resources in the production 
process. In this case, the inputs of the DEA model are the number of workers, amount of use of mori, wax, dyestuff, 
water, and fuel (LPG); whereas, the outputs of the DEA model are the number of pieces of batik yielded in one month. 
The result from DEA model assistances the SMEs to identify which SMEs from the same or different region that become 
their benchmarking or relevant reference unit, so the best practices conducted by the benchmarking unit can be applied 
to turn out to be an efficient one. DEA model also can calculate how much target input and output for the each inefficient 
SME to be enhanced so the inefficient SMEs can achieve best score as a referring unit. The certain SME can be used the 
DEA methodology offered in this study to calculate its own technical efficiency over time. In this case, certain SME can 
calculate its own technical efficiency based on existing data for several numbers of years and each year could be 
considered as a single DMU. Then, by doing such analysis, an SME would be able to quantitatively determine how well 
the performance of the enterprise over time. 

Although the study conducted in in this paper is based on data collected by researcher from the three centers of 
stamped-batik in three regions, the methodology would advise a much larger geographical applicability on assessing the 
efficiency of the production process of making stamped-batik. In this study, only one output has been taken. More outputs 
can also be taken to make the study more exhaustive. Future research can also possible by taking customer satisfaction, 
the delivery efficiency as outputs. This study also has limitations due to the fact that this study does not capture the 
differences between the design of batik characteristics of each SMEs with regards to the input and operation condition. 
The  next  step  for  upcoming  research  is trying to examine the relationship between  the  variation of design of batik  
with the efficiency and conduct the statistical hypothesis testing about the significant relationship between variation of 
design of batik  and efficiency.. 
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